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Stumbling Home from Banff: Stuart Reid

January 14 to March 25, 2007

Keith & Winifred Shantz Gallery
Stumbling Home from Banff, by artist Stuart Reid, can be
described almost as a requiem. This body of work is
directly related to a project he undertook while
completing an artist residency at the Banff Centre for the
Arts. There he worked for several weeks on an intense
and densely layered drawing, dealing with his myriad of
emotions in relation to the death of his father. The
resulting work was enigmatic, vivid and emotional – a
living diary or testimony of varying emotional states
brought on by remembering, by choosing not to forget.

While the Banff project was undoubtedly of a very
personal and intimate nature, it nonetheless drew upon
ideas, themes and concepts that Reid had addressed
and explored in past work. The inherent history and
fluidity of glass as a material has long been a formal, as
well as technical, concern for him in creating work. His
training as both a stained glass artist and as an architect
inform his process. Glass is treated as a sculptural
material that anchors and defines the space within which
it is placed.

History in a number of forms is ever present in Reid’s
works. He juxtaposes ‘antique’ (mouthblown) glass with
industrial glass and recycled materials. Etched/marked
into the glass surface are extracts of past writings –
diary excerpts, poems – and other things. They are
overlapped with each other though so that one cannot
easily read them. Often they are scribbled over or
layered upon and around each other over and over
again. Sometimes they are deliberately fragmented or
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obfuscated with imagery or amorphous blocks of
colours.

Compositionally and (i)magically his work calls to mind
journals, letters, sketches – things that would normally
be personal and private, never truly intended for public
viewing. However it is the personal aspect that enables
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a universal experience of the truisms, of the questions that the artist grapples with – the passage of
time and the marks that one can leave upon it.

As a visual diarist he collages past and present within his compositions – not only segments of
journals that mark time but materials which carry with them the memory of processes, and
technologies that range from pre-modern to ‘cutting-edge’ experimental. He uses mouthblown
glass as well as industrial plate glass, light tables from the sixties, even pieces of glass from past
work. The glass pieces however were recycled not from “art” but from donor recognition
commissions that he received which enabled him to pay the bills and take care of his family. They
represent a part of his past that he is not necessarily comfortable with, but which he is honest about
and seeks to reconcile within the entirety of his artistic oeuvre. Physically as well as conceptually
the works represent where the artist came from at the same time as they speak of where he is
going. The weaving of past and present is particularly evident in For Anne - a requiem in which
there is an ongoing performative element - with the artist continuing to work on the development of
the drawing throughout the duration of the exhibition.

Stylistically Reid synthesizes various art forms. His large scale drawings on mylar are iconic,
verging on the totemic. They relate to the first artistic impulses of drawing on cave walls or
inscribing on clay pots and tableaux. They become marks, assertions, of existence. The relation
between the drawings and the glass works are easily understood as being mutually supportive and
even integral to one another – one medium does not eclipse the other in any kind of false or
imposed hierarchy. Each are understood as legitimate and expressive modes of artistic expression.

While this body of work may indeed be titled stumbling (Home from Banff) Reid ably and insightfully
demonstrates that as an artist, he is sure-footed indeed.

~ Virginia Eichhorn, Curator
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